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Advice for European
Visitors in the US

| This guide provides useful information
explaining some of the most important
diﬀerences between Europe and the US
to help make your trip more enjoyable.
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Prices and Taxes

Tips

One of the most important things to understand is the
diﬀerence between how to "interpret" the price of a
commodity or service in the US vs. Europe. If we arrive at
the checkout in Europe, we know we will pay the price that
is listed on the tag and there will be no surprises. But in the
US, you may be shocked when it comes time to pay.
We know that the US is a group of states and it is governed
by the Federal Government for many general issues. Each
state, however, has authority over certain things. In fact,
each state has their own government that applies speciﬁc
rules and regulations as well. One of these state rules
controls sales tax that is applied to goods and services.
Additionally, in addition to the variable state sales tax, there
may also be some local sales tax applied in larger cites as
well. As a result, there is often a combined sales tax from
local and state jurisdictions. Typically this will not exceed
10% as a general rule.
Sales tax is applied at the point of sale to the customer at the
time of purchase. This means that you will pay more than
what is written on the price tag. This can range anywhere
from 3% to 9% depending on the combination of local and
state taxes that are applied in the location where you shop.
It is important to be prepared for an increase in price when
you checkout.

Tips (gratuities) are another tricky issue that are often
misunderstood. Tips are appropriate for anyone that
provides a service as a waiter, bartender, driver or similar
function on a personal level. It is important to understand
that individuals that work in these service roles are paid a
much lower salary than other in non-service roles. The
federal minimum for tipped workers is currently
$2.13/hour, so it is essential for these individuals to receive
tips in order to earn a reasonable salary.
The next question many Europeans have about gratuities is
“so, how much then?” The answer to this is 15-20% when
reasonable service has been delivered from an individual.
More is also acceptable and can be used as a method to
guarantee good service if you plan on returning. Do not
leave less than 15% tip as this is considered unethical,
unless the service has been absolutely horrible and you
wish to make a statement (although it may get unnoticed).
Be sure sure to closely inspect the bill because sometimes
the tip will be automatically included in situations with large
groups or other common areas for foriegn visitors. It is easy
to double-tip in these situations if you are not paying close
attention.

To learn more, visit
taxfoundation.org/article/state-and-local-sales-tax-rates-2
015
to see what the local and state taxes will be in the areas you
may shop while visiting the US.
Although uncommon, some price tags may include all sales
taxes. This situation is usually noted on the tag or at the
shop with clear signs.
It’s also important to understand that many types of goods
are categorized into diﬀerent taxable percentages. For
example, clothing and footware in some states can be
tax-free but there may be a spending limit for these items. In
New York, the spending limit for a piece of clothing without
taxation is $110, so if your individual clothing purchases are
less than $110, it will not be subject to taxation. As another
example, hotel rates are subject to taxation that is generally
higher than other goods and services. Please keep this in
mind when booking accommodation so there will not be
surprises at check-out.
This topic of taxes does not cover the topic below of tipping
which is covered in detail as well.
Do not get caught oﬀ-guard when making purchases. Use
this information and do not hesitate to ask a merchant
questions about the total price before you commit to
purchasing. Be sure to read price tags and signs as well.

It is acceptable to leave a tip in cash or on the credit/debit
card used for payment as there are no strict rules for this, as
long as the tip is paid.
Certain services do not have a base charge so it may be
difﬁcult to determine what the 15-20% should be. Services
such as luggage handlers or valet drivers normally receive
$3-5 per customer. As a rule of thumb, a bartender normally
receives $1 per drink.
Remember that tipping is standard practice because the
minimum wage for service professionals is very low. This
system ensures a higher level of service (in practice) and you
can use it to your advantage to improve your experiences
while visiting the US.
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The American Measurement System
Most travelers to the US from Europe (not UK) can
experience confusion with the imperial measurement
system. Distances, speed, temperature and weight are the
ﬁrst US measurements you should become familiar with.
Even British visitors may experience discrepancies with
some of these measurements as well.
To make life a little easier, we’ve provided some common
conversion to help you adjust while staying in the US.
MEAUREMENTS OF LENGTH
Yard (yd)
Feet (ft)
Inches (in)

1 yd= m 0,914
3 ft =1 yd; 1 ft =m 0,305
12 in =1 ft; 1 in =m 0,025

MEASUREMENTS OF WEIGHT
Pound (lb)
Once (lb)

1 lb = g 453,59
1 oz = g 28,35; 16 oz = 1 lb

MEASUREMENTS OF CAPACITY
Gallon (gal)

1 gal = 3,785 l

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
In the United States, temperature measurements are
strictly in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius. Use the simple
formula below for this conversion.
Fahrenheit to Celsius
Celsius to Fahrenheit

°C = (°F − 32) : (1,8)
°F = (°C × 1,8) + 32

Electricity
The household power in Europe has a voltage of 220-240
volts and a frequency of 50Hz. The United States has a
voltage of 110-120 volts and a frequency of 60Hz. Power
outlet shapes are diﬀerent as well so you will not be able to
plug European items into US outlets.
Some European power adapters are already compatible
because they can accept a range of voltages from 110 to
240 VAC and 50/60Hz. This can be determined easily by
reading the small print on the item itself. Only a plug adapter
is needed in these cases in order to allow the European item
to physically plug into a US outlet. When the item is not
compatible with US voltages and/or frequencies, a power
inverter (transformer) is required.
These items adapters are normally easy to acquire at stores
in the US if you need to purchase one after you’ve arrived.

Credit Cards and Cash
In the United States, the use of credit cards and debit cards
is practically more common than cash. In some cases such as
car rental and hotel booking, a credit card is required.
Sometimes a pin number is required to complete a debit
card transaction so be sure to have this committed to
memory ahead of time. Prepaid debit cards are not always
accepted so bring this type of payment only if necessary.
Before your trip, make sure that your credit or debit card
can work with US ATM machines and shops. Cash will work
but many times a credit card/debit card is much more
convenient or possibly mandatory. Remember also to keep
you bank’s phone numbers handy in case of card loss or
theft.
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Driving
Remember that:
• Stop at the "stop" is required and it is not enough to slow
down!
• Pedestrians always have priority. In many large cities,
crosswalks are supposed to be used by pedestrians but
this rule is not always obeyed.
• Is forbidden to overtake a "school bus". During a school
bus stop to drop of children, you will have to wait if the bus
is on the same lanes as you are. This is a very serious
violation so just be patient for the children’s sake.
• Intersections with all "stop": 4 way intersection. If you
happen to ﬁnd a four-way intersections where everyone
has the stop, do not be overly concerned. The ﬁrst to stop
my advance through the intersection ﬁrst. If vehicles stop
at the same time, the vehicle to the right can proceed ﬁrst.
• Carpools: lanes dedicated to those traveling by two or
more people. Motorway left lanes marked by a symbol in
the shape of "diamond" for "car pool lanes". These lanes
are designated for vehicles that carry at least two people.
In this way it promotes "car pooling" or sharing a car by
several people.
• Children on board. The law prohibits the seating of the
children under the age of 8 in the front seats. Children
under 8 should be seated in the rear of the vehicle with
a special safety seat attached to the normal seat.
• Speed limits. Remember that in the US speed limits are
highly respected. The limits are generally not very high
but still allow excellent transportation using roads
and highways.
On highways, limits vary between 55 and 75 miles per
hour (about 105 by 120 km per hour).
On city streets instead, especially in the presence of
schools, usually the limit is 25 mph (40 km/h).
.
Generally the police tolerate exceeding the limit to a
maximum of 5 miles per hour due to the variability of speed
detection methods.
• Motorway tolls: The highways are usually free but in
some places you will still ﬁnd the toll booths where you pay
a small toll for crossing bridges, tunnels or other special
features. Ask about these when renting a car.
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Time Zones In The United States
The US is so large there are six individual time zones. Each
time zone is in reference to the Greenwich Meridian Time
(UTC) so it will be anywhere from -5 to -10 hours from GMT
depending on your location.
The diﬀerent states’ time zones are detailed below.
| The eastern time zone is GMT -5 and includes the
following states: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Connecticut, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky (eastern part of the
state), Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida.
| The central time zone is GMT -6 and includes the
following states: North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas,
Kentucky (western part of the state), Tennessee, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi.
| The mountain time zone is GMT -7 and includes the
following states: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, Idaho, and Arizona.
| The Paciﬁc time zone is GMT -8 and includes the
following states: Washington, Oregon, Nevada, and
California.

| The Alaskan time zone is GMT -9 and includes only the
state of Alaska.
| The Hawaiian time zone is GMT -10and includes only the
state of Hawaii.
Daylight Saving Time (DST) begins for most of the United
States at 2 a.m. on the second Sunday of March. Time
reverts to standard time at 2 a.m. on the ﬁrst Sunday in
November. This change does not coincide with European
time change so check the calendar to be sure.
Daylight Saving Time, for the U.S. and its territories, is NOT
observed in Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands and the state of Arizona (not the Navajo
Indian Reservation, which does observe). Navajo Nation
participates in the Daylight Saving Time policy, due to its
large size and location in three states.

Medical Insurance
Another of the key aspects to consider before a trip to the
US has to do with the insurance policy. Unlike in most
European countries, in America the health services are not
free and a hospital trip (even trivial) could result in a
payment of several thousand dollars! To be safe and avoid
problems, it is therefore strongly advised to take out
insurance before embarking on the journey, choosing
among those proposed by various specialized agencies.
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Other Suggestions

| The drinking age is 21 and NOT 16 or 18. Under no
circumstances can a person under 21 consume alcohol in
the US.

| No open containers of alcohol (including beer) are allowed
in your car or while walking down the street. This is illegal
except in a few tourist locations or during a festival or event.
| Food portions in restaurants are mostly LARGE. Before
ordering, look around at other plates. Sometimes, two
people can share one meal (the menu or server will tell you
if it is allowed). Take home containers called “doggie bags”
are provided if you do not ﬁnish or want to save some for a
later snack.
| Do NOT seat yourself in a restaurant unless there is a sign
that says you may do this. Always wait for a hostess to lead
you to your seat if it appears open.

| The hours of banks are generally from Monday to Friday
from 09.00 to 15.00. Shopping hours vary. The shopping
centers are open seven days a week well into the evening
but usually close at 17:00 on Sundays.
| Smoking is becoming increasingly unpopular in the US and
is often considered oﬀensive. It is a standard practice to ask
permission of those present before smoking. It's not
allowed on public transport and often restricted or
forbidden in almost all buildings. There are signs where
smoking is prohibited and many restaurants have rooms for
smokers and non-smokers. Many states including California
(Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, etc.) and in New
York, smoking is prohibited in all restaurants.
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